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The Legacy chair series is a premier ergonomic 
seating solution that combines exceptional comfort 
and support with an attractive appearance that 
meets the challenge of today’s active office.

an everyday ergonomic 
work chair.



Legacy 1600
Solid Collection
(Boom - Mirror)

Nightingale



modelS

Available in low, mid, or high back. 
Options include hard surface 2” casters.

LEGACY 1650
Low back
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LEGACY 1600
Mid back

LEGACY 1600D
High back
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FeaTUreS

LUMBAR SUPPORT
Legacy provides a patented 
internal lumbar back support 
that self adjusts to users 
back providing incredible 
lateral support while offering 
excellent pelvic stability.

ADJUSTABLE 
ARMRESTS
Ratchet adjustable arms 
with lockable pivoting 
polyurethane arm pads.

HEIGHT
ADJUSTMENT

ADJUSTMENT 
MECHANISM
Swivel tilt mechanism with 
infinite position tilt lock. 
Seat slider and tension 
control.

WATERFALL SEAT
Waterfall seat design 
gently slopes away from 
the legs, minimizing 
pressure on the thighs 
and promoting good 
posture.

BASE AND CASTERS
5-prong, heavy-duty nylon 
base with 2” carpet casters.

Ratchet back height 
adjustment, pneumatic 
height adjustment and 
tension control.



TeXTileS

1600
DESIGNER III COLLECTION
CONTINUUM | CONT008 | Beet

1600
DESIGNER II COLLECTION
FEDORA | FED017 | Fawn
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We’ve made it easier to personalize your new 
favorite chair. Visit the My Chair Maker App at: 

nightingalechairs.com/my-chair-maker

1600
DESIGNER III COLLECTION
PRISM | PRIS019 | Clay

1600
DESIGNER III COLLECTION
THEORY | THRY044 | Teal
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nightingalechairs.com
800 363 8954 

DIMENSIONS DISCLAIMER
Dimensions are subject to change without notice. 
Dimensions may have a variance of up to 0.5”.
Contact Nightingale if more precise measurements are needed. 

Made in a 100% waste free manufacturing facility.

ISO 14001 & ISO 9001 CERTIFIED
TB117-2013 COMPLIANT

TEXTILE DISCLAIMER
Nightingale only upholsters with top quality materials.

Nightingale recommends ordering product samples at 
www.nightingalechairs.com/textiles before final purchase to get a 
more accurate representation of color. However, due to slight variations 
in dye lots, there can be slight color variations to received product.

Nightingale has made every effort to represent the colors and textures 
of these textiles, vinyls and leathers as accurately as possible. However, 
we cannot guarantee 100% accuracy, due to variations that occur in the 
printing process.
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